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consider the two-dimensional nonlinear system *t:x2, i2:f@1,x2,0), !:xt where "f (.) is a nonlinear function of the state variables unknown parameter 0.
(1) and the Constructing a classical nonlinear observer for Eq.
(1) necessitates at least the knowledge of the upper bound of ,f (.) but if we are able to observe or estimate xz: ! from only the knowledge of y, this implies that the differentiation procedure is insensitive to the presence of the uncertain parameter d. This is not to say that differentiation observer algorithms always exclude knowledge of the system dynamics, but, rather, that they can operate with or without this knowledge (depending on the structure of the system).3,7-e Depending on the observation constraints, the user decides what types of observation techniques will be used and when they will be used. see Ref. 3, where we have examined several examples showing that the differentiation observer either uses, in a fundamentally essential way, the dynamics of the system or only uses observational data information.
The question is why have we chosen the structure of the Kalman filter to build an arbitrary-order differentiator. This is for the following reasons: 1) The arbitrary-order differentiator can be used without any proof of convergence or synthesis of its stability. z) The differentiator representation in a state-space form offers a remarkable simplicity while we use the differentiator in closed-loop configuration.
3) The Kalman-filter-based differentiator takes intô account the measurement uncertainties explicitly. 4) The Kalmanfilter-based differentiator takes measurements into account incrementally. 5) The Kalman filter based differentiator can take into account a priori information, if any.
one of the interesting applications of numerical differentiation is to track the target motion with an unknown dynamic rno6"1.t2-1s Tracking a target of unknown varying model is a difficult task. A common technique to accomplish this task is a Kalman filter, which predicts the state of the target at the next time period and chooses the detection that best matches this predicted state. The fundamental problems in target tracking are l) the absence of accurate target models and b) noise in the measurements. If the target dynamic model were known, it would be then possible to build an observer, and the problem would be completely solved. However, this is not possible, and hence, accurate tracking necessitates robust time-derivative estimation of the measured angles, such as the azimuth, etc. Consequently, the tracking problem will be reduced to a classical differentiation problem. Throughout this Note IR is the set of real numbers, ll . ll denotes the habitual Euclidean norrn, Ào*"(A) is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A, À-in(A) is the smallest eigenvalue of A, and ô;.; is the Kronecker symbol.
Continuous-Time Differentiation Observer
Refer to the vast literature that has been devoted to target tracking with Kalman filter; differentiation algorithms have been developeà in discrete-time models. These models are designed to estimate the velocity and the acceleration of the target in certain coordinates and are known as the u-B tracker and the a-7-y tracker. In this Nore. we start by developing the nth-order continuous-time differentiation observer, then under certain conditions, we extend the theory to rhe discrete-time case.
Introduction lô| FTEN we would like to estimate the state of a system given \-f a set of measurements taken over an interval of time. Kalman filtering is a useful technique for estimating or updating the previous estimate of a system's state by 1) using indirect measurements of the state variables and 2) using the covariance information of both the state variables and the indirect measurements. Kalman filteringl originally started as a solution to the state estimation problem in linear time-invariant state-space structures, in which a linear, stochastic dynamic system is represented by a set of differential equations describing the evolution of the states in time and a set of algebraic equations that map the states to measured outputs. Today Kalman filtering is one of the key tools in data assimilation, and it has been used extensively in many diverse applications, such as navigation and guidance systems, radar tracking, sonar ranging, and satellite orbiideterminaiion.2
The Kalman filter requires knowledge of the process dynamics, and the quality of the filter estimation depends on the degree of accuracy of the system model. The goal of this Note is to present a continuous-time Kalman-fi lter-based differentiator that estimates the higher derivatives of a given output without knowledge of the system dynamics being observed. A discrete-time version will be deduced from the continuous-time observer. This technique can be, of course, generalized to any dynamic system. Consequently, under certain mild assumptions, the proposed differentiators can be used as key elements to reproduce any unknown state that is given as a function of the input, the output, and finite number of their higher derivatives.3 To highlight the effectiveness of such an observation approach, note that behavior of a state variable of a dynamic system cannot be determined exactly by direct measurements; instead, we usually find that the measurements that we make are functions of the state variables and that these measurements are corrupted by random noise. The system itself may also be subjected to random disturbances. It is then required to estimate the state variables from noisy observations. see Refs. 3-11 for past work in this area.
Notice that a lot of nonlinear observation techniques described in the literature cannot operate directly on the data withour any knowledge about the system model being observed. To clarify this, This section is mainly concemed with the derivation of the Kalman-filter-based differentiation algorithm from the point of view of it being a time-varying linear differentiator and with how the differentiation algorithm may be used in practice.
Because there is no model for the measured output y, which is supposed to be of finite energy with its higher derivatives, we will estimate the (n -1) first derivatives of y using a time-varying linear system. This system has the form of a classical Kalman filter. The whole design of this differentiator is given by the following theorem.
Theorem l. Consider the continuous-time system i: Ax t p(t)C,(y _Cx)
J. GUIDANCE, VOL.26, NO.3: ENGINEERINGNOTES ry g.l-l Because P(r) is strictly increasing and lim,*-p(t): p-, then there exists tt, > 0 such that 
Note that w:!-Cx* .
and b-[P(t)-p*]C,. Because d/dttP (t) P-t (r)l : 0, then p-t (t) : -p-t (t) p efp-t (r). Using Eqs. (2), we have p-t(t):-P-t(t)A-A'p-t(t) -p-t(t)e@, ùp-t +c,c (6)
Then if we take V : e' P-t(r)e as a Lyapunov function for Eq. (5), we get v : è'p-t (t)e t e' P-t e)e * e'p-t (t)è : {e,l,A, -c,cp(t)l + w' b'l P-t çt1e + e'1-p-r e) A -A, p-t 1tS -P-t Q)Q@, ù P-t e) + c'cle + e' P-t (t){tA -P (î)C' Cle * bwl This gives v : e'f-p-t(t)e@,ùp-te) -c'c)e +ze'p-t(t)bw < e'l-p-t Q)e@, ù p-t Q\e * ze, p-t (t)bw Letf -P-tqt)e,rhenV-f/P(r)f and v < -€'Q@, v)€ *Z€'bw < -À.inlO @, y)lll6ll2 + 2ll6llllblllll,ll where Cz:Cr/Ln,u*(P-). This implies that lim,-aex:x*. The steady differentiator gain is a high-gain vector of the following form: P*C' : fory azy2 ony"f' 
Discrete-Time Differentiation Observer
Because the Kalman filter is generally implemented on digital computers, this section concerns the development of the discretetime model of the differentiation observer. The proposed discretetime differentiator is formulated as a classical Kalman filter, written in a predictor--coffector form. The breakdown of the derivative estimates is summari zed in the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Consider the discrete-time system xk +t : ro' "o + Pkc'ïe / E) * cprc'l-t (to -c eAô x1,)
Pr+r: eA6 Po"e't -eAs P1,C'10 /ù + CPkC'lr CP*eA'ô + e$, s)
where A and C arc defined as in Theorem I and the matrix e is defined as follows:
Q@, s) -aiaelh/8, pr/6t, . . . , p, /ar,-tf 5M Then for sufficiently small sampling period ô and for any bounded signal !r, keZ* of class,€(n) such that l) [sup7.=oly,l',1< (1/ô), i :1, . . . , ft1, and2) the polynomial "+-
is Hurwitz, the vector state of Eq. (11) approximates the successive higher derivatives of y1 for all È e Z*.The vector cu is defined as in theorem 1 and (fli:a? -2ai+tei-r-l2ai+2p,r-z-...), l<i<n. Proof: When ô is too small, we can write the following approximations: We suppose that no mathematical model is assumed to be known for the target dynamics. The objective is to estimate the velocity and the acceleration of the target in Cartesian coordinates r and y (Fig. l) . We suppose that the target flies at a constant but unknown speed along a circular trajectory of radius r :3000 m. The center of the target trajectory is located at x: ):5000 m and z -1000 m. This flight maneuver generates sinusoidal functions of time along .x and y coordinates. This gives r:r cos at, i: -ratsin at, and ï:-ra2 cosro/ and ):r sin at, y -r(rcos at, and y: -ra2 sinarr. We suppose that i : 1,...,n)
When the limit lim5*o(Pl+ r -Pù/6 is taken, the discrete equation (13) coincides with the continuous-time differential equation given in Eq. (2). Hence, as we have proved Theorem 1, we conclude that system (11) is a discrete-time differentiation observer. Note that when time elapses the discrete-time differentiator reduces to a time-invariant filter. This is equivalent to an optimal discrete filter, which in a transfer funciion form is known ai a Wiener filter. The discrete vector gain P*C't(l/ô) +Cp*C,f-r takes the form[À1 Lz/E ... Ln/En-11',where Li, i :1, ..., n,arenonlinear functions of the parameters fli, i :1, . . . , n. Then the model of the discrete-time differentiator is (yo -ceA,x1,)
For n:2,the discrete time differentiator (11) is exactly the wellknown a-B filter, here, cu : Àr and Ê : )"2,
where y(k):C Ax(k). x and y are totally determined by measuri ng r, e, and 0 in a discrete manner. To compute the estimates of the velocities and the accelerations, u, : i and ax: i, uy -y, and dy: !, we write two dynamic systems of order three in which the measurement -r and y appear as inputs of the differentiation models. The parameter y is selected so thaty > ra2. System (11) is employed for n:3 to estimate the first discrete derivatives of x and y with an appropriate sampling period ô : l0-3 s and a; -C\,i : l, 2,3 (Figs.i4l. rne inten;ity;inoise is set equal to l07o of the amplitude of the measured signal. In the discrete-time case, the tradeoffbetween the fast convergence of the estimates and filtering is a difficult task. The best coefficients of the discrete-time differentiator and the sampling period must be chosen according to the noise level. Notice that in the continuous-time case. the differentiator works perfectly and the differentiation error can be reduced more by increasing the value of y. One can easily prove that the differentiation error is proportional to l/y @ef. 3).
Conclusions
In this Note a continuous-time arbitrary-order differentiator is proposed to estimate the time derivatives of any bounded differentiable signal. The differentiation design strategy is formulated as a Kalman observer, where the model of the signal does not appear in the differential equations of the observer. The discrete-time version of the differentiator is also discussed to deal with sampled signals. The proposed discrete-time differentiation observer generalizes all Kalman suboptimal trackers. These kinds of differentiators can be applied in many fields of research, such as multiple target tracking, stabilization problems, identification, and observer design, in which no dynamic mathematical model is explicitly assumed. 
